Introduction
Inarecent paper Weiss (1965) has suggested a simple model for a carrier-borne epidemic such as typhoid. He considers a population (of size m) of susceptibles into which a number (k) of carriers is introduced. These carriers exhibit no overt symptoms and are only detectable by the discovery of infected persons. He supposed that after the initial introduction of the carriers, the population remains entirely closed and no new carriers arise. The epidemic then progresses until either all the carriers have been traced and isolated or until the entire population has succumbed to the disease.
Mathematically the behaviour of the epidemic is defined by the number r of susceptibles and s of carriers at any given time t and the probabilities of transitions during the subsequent short interval of length 6t are given by P {(r,s) +(r -1, s)} = ars 6t + o(6t), (1.1) and
where a and /? are the infection rate and carrier removal rate, respectively.
In addition we have the initial condition that at time t = 0,r = m and s = k. The quantities of interest include the distributions of the ultimate size of the epidemic, of the time to extinction of the epidemic, and of the number infected at time t.
A complete solution for this epidemic was obtained by Dietz (1966) using a general argument involving Laplace transforms. The purpose of this note is to obtain this solution by a simple direct argument, and exhibit a similarity between this type of epidemic and the general stochastic epidemic. The results presented here were obtained independently, and this note is a modified version of one written before the author was aware of Dietz's paper.
The general time dependent solution
Let pr,,(t) be the probability that at time t there are r susceptibles and s carriers in the population. Then the forward equations resulting from the transition probabilities If pr(t) = C~= , p r , , ( t ) is the probability that at time t there remain r uninfected susceptibles in the population, then the nth factorial moment of the number uninfected at that time is given by In particular the mean number of uninfected susceptibles in the populatioll is given by which is Dietz's equation (37).
Similarly higher factorial moments, and hence, for example, the variance of the number of uninfected susceptibles, may readily be found. Joint factorial moments of uninfected susceptibles and carriers may be found by setting z = 1 in the derivatives, with respect to z , of M,,(t;2).
To obtain expressions for the probabilities pr,,(t) we merely need to note that (2.10) that is,
(2.11)
A result equivalent to Dietz's equation (30) m ( -I T -r ( m -r ) (!) ( p ) k -s e -~p +~l~= l~l-e -(~+ n~l f j kn =r n -T P + n follows directly. Absorption probabilities p,,( co ) and the marginal distributions of the number of uninfected susceptibles and of the number of undetected carriers may also easily be found.
The time to termination of the epidemic
To find the distribution function of the time to termination of the epidemic let Fr(t) be the joint probability that this time is less than t and that termination takes place with r susceptibles remaining uninfected, that is where p(r 1 m, k , p ) = p,,,( co) is the probability of r survivors in an epidemic starting with m susceptibles and k carriers. The required distribution function is then From this expression for the distribution function, the moments may readily be obtained. For example, the mean time to termination of the epidemic is given by where p ( 0 / m, k , p) is the probability of no survivors in an epidemic in a population of size m initiated by k carriers.
For the case of a single carrier (k = I), this mean becomes which is a result given by Weiss (Equation 33 ).
Whenthe epidemic is initiated by two carriers (k = 2) the mean time to termination becomes From (2.12), letting t -+ co and using the integral representation of Weiss,
where $(z) = d log r(z)/dz is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function.
The mean time to termination for k = 2 is therefore given by For larger numbers of carriers the mean time to termination may be expressed in terms of the polygamma functions $'k'(z) = dklog l?(z)/dzk, tabulated by Davis (1935) for k 5 4. These expressions are simpler for computational purposes than those given by Dietz.
The ultimate size of the epidemic
The simple epidemic with carriers shows in one respect an interesting similarity to the general stochastic epidemic. It is known (see, for example, Bailey (1957) , p. 56) that in that case the progress of the epidemic may be represented by a random walk on a rectangular lattice. Daniels (1967) has shown that if interest is concentrated on this random walk, the probability of an epidemic terminating with X susceptibles uninfected may be expressed in terms of the probability of a different epidemic terminating with all the susceptibles having succumbed to the disease. Daniels' result for the general stochastic epidemic was proved using a simple combinatorial argument by Downton (1967) . It will be shown here that this combinatorial argument may be extended to the present model, and the expressions for the ultimate size probabilities obtained by Weiss using a generating function technique, may thus be obtained. These probabilities may of course also be readily obtained from Equation (2.12).
For the simple carrier-borne epidemic the random walk on the lattice may be written as P {(r, s) -+ (r, s -I)} = -corresponding to the continuous time probabilities (1.1) in which this walk is embedded. The walk has an absorbing barrier at s = 0.
Consider a walk following the transition probabilities (4.1) which starts at (m, k) and ends in absorption at (X,O) and let p(X I m. k,p) be the probability of such absorption. A typical path between (m, k) and (X,0) will involve horizontal steps from m to m -1, m -1 to m -2, . . a , X + 1 to X having probabilities m/(p + m), (m -l ) / ( p + m -I), ...,(X + l)/(p + X + I), respectively, and n, vertical steps at r(X 5 r 5 m) each suchstep having probability p /(p + r).
The numbers n, must satisfy the following relations Epidemics with carrier5 : a note on a paper of Dietz (4.2) and The absorption probability p(X I m, k, p) is therefore given by where summation takes place over all paths satisfying (4.2). Now consider a walk which starts at ( m -a , k ) and is absorbed at (X -a, O) , a 5 X, and has transition probabilities r 1,s)) = and p + a + r '
The paths in this walk will be congruent with those in the previous walk and hence p (~-a l m -a , k , p + a ) summation again taking place over all paths satisfying (4.2).
Hence from (4.3) and (4.5) we have
In particular when n = X , Thus if we know the absorption probabilities at zero, or, in epidemic terms, the probability that the epidemic is total, we may readily determine the other absorption probabilities. The result (4.7) may be used to obtain explicit expressions for the absorption probabilities,, for we know that
Hence
The triangular form of these equations leads immediately to the solution which with (4.7) gives Weiss's solution
